Inelastic electron tunneling is used to explore the dynamics of ice nanoclusters adsorbed on Ag(111). The diffusion of entire nanoclusters or internal hydrogen bond rearrangement can be selectively controlled by injecting electrons either directly into the clusters themselves or indirectly (''indirect inelastic electron tunneling'') into the substrate at distances of up to 20 nm from them; a reaction probability that oscillates with the tip-cluster lateral distance presents evidence that surface state electrons mediate the excitation. Density functional theory calculations reveal a strong sensitivity of the computed activation energies of the individual processes to the applied electrical field.
Inelastic electron tunneling is used to explore the dynamics of ice nanoclusters adsorbed on Ag(111). The diffusion of entire nanoclusters or internal hydrogen bond rearrangement can be selectively controlled by injecting electrons either directly into the clusters themselves or indirectly (''indirect inelastic electron tunneling'') into the substrate at distances of up to 20 nm from them; a reaction probability that oscillates with the tip-cluster lateral distance presents evidence that surface state electrons mediate the excitation. Density functional theory calculations reveal a strong sensitivity of the computed activation energies of the individual processes to the applied electrical field. The controlled manipulation of atoms and molecules on surfaces not only provides a means to deepen understanding of basic physical and chemical processes at surfaces but also offers technological opportunities through the prospect of building single molecule devices. In this regard, the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) has proved uniquely capable of both imaging and manipulating individual adsorbates. In particular, STM has been used to build nanostructures of molecular assemblies [1] and, through inelastic electron tunneling (IET) [2] , effect bond changes of adsorbates on metal surfaces including diffusion, dissociation, and internal bond rearrangement [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Furthermore, for the example of ammonia on Cu(100), it was shown how the electronic tunneling current can be tuned to induce either the translation or desorption of individual molecules [7] .
In the aforementioned studies, processes were induced by injecting electrons directly into an adsorbate from a STM tip located precisely above it. It is known, however, that ''nonlocal'' [10] or ''indirect'' [9] excitation with the STM tip located at some distance from the adsorbates is also possible. Here we report for the case of D 2 O nanoclusters on Ag(111) that we can selectively control whether entire D 2 O nanoclusters undergo lateral diffusion (translation) or internal hydrogen bond rearrangement by injecting electrons either directly into the clusters or at some lateral distance from them. Indeed, adsorbed clusters can be manipulated at lateral electron injection distances of up to 20 nm. In addition, the probability for cluster rearrangement events oscillates with the tip-cluster lateral distance indicating that surface state electrons mediate the excitation. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations help to rationalize the contrasting behavior of the ''direct'' and ''indirect'' IET experiments by revealing a strong dependence of the relative barrier heights of the translation and internal hydrogen bond rearrangement processes on the applied electrical field. Overall, this study demonstrates a novel means for the controlled manipulation of processes at surfaces.
The measurements were performed with a low temperature STM that operates at 5 K [11] . The Ag(111) surface was cleaned by cycles of Ne þ sputtering and annealing. Ultrapure D 2 O was degassed in vacuum by freeze-pumpthaw cycles. A few percent of a D 2 O bilayer was deposited through a molecular tube doser, and a 23 s deposition leads to a variety of ''amorphous'' and ''crystalline'' clusters of 6-12 molecules [6, 12] . In particular, the crystalline clusters of 6-9 molecules are stable and easily identifiable with STM on Ag(111) [and Cu(111)] [12] . Their basic building block consists of six molecules arranged in a buckled hexagon. Three of the molecules allow hydrogen-bonded attachment of an additional water leading thus to heptamers, octamers, and nonamers [12] . The STM images of such clusters are dominated by the additional peripheral molecules, each of them imaged as a protrusion. Examples of a heptamer, an octamer, and a nonamer are shown in indicated, changes are clearly observed in the images of the heptamer. Specifically, the peripheral molecule (bright protrusion) appears to jump between different sites on the underlying hexamer. Also, the entire heptamer diffuses across the surface during the excitation. Thus, the direct IET manipulation effects a number of changes to the adsorbed cluster, which include translation of the entire cluster across the surface and/or rotation along with internal rearrangement of the hydrogen bonds. Also, although not shown in Fig. 1 , in the direct IET manipulation experiments the clusters are sometimes transformed to structures which look more amorphous in nature.
Interestingly, we find that it is possible to manipulate the clusters and induce bond rearrangement by injecting electrons not directly into the nanoclusters but at some distance from them. This process, which we call indirect IET [9] , is possible by injecting electrons into another cluster as well as into the bare surface as exemplified in Fig. 2(a) for a D 2 O octamer and Fig. 2(b) for a D 2 O nonamer. For the octamer, the two additional molecules (two additional protrusions) are initially in the para orientation; i.e., they are bound to opposite water molecules in the underlying hexamer. Indirect IET leads to a change into the meta orientation, i.e., adsorption of the additional molecules to next-nearest-neighboring water molecules of the hexamer. A collective rearrangement of the additional molecules of a nonamer is shown in Fig. 2(b) . For indirect IET, in contrast to direct IET, the crystalline clusters are never caused to translate across the surface nor are they changed to amorphous clusters, which sometimes happens with direct IET.
Since the main difference between direct and indirect IET is that the field at the excited molecule is reduced considerably in indirect IET [13] , we now use DFT to explore the sensitivity of the water cluster dynamics to electric field effects [14] . Having recently established the structures of the adsorbed clusters on this surface [12] , the focus here was on possible cluster rearrangement and translation processes. Specifically, translation of an entire heptamer across the surface and transfer of the peripheral water between adjacent sites of the heptamer were considered, since the experiments implicate the former in direct IET manipulation and the latter in indirect IET. The results of these calculations are summarized in Fig. 3 , which shows the variation in the computed activation energies of the two processes as a function of applied electrical field. At zero applied field, the barrier for translation of the heptamer as a whole is at 0.19 eV slightly larger than the barrier of 0.16 eV for the peripheral water to hop between adjacent sites of the heptamer. This gives an indication that, in the absence of an applied field, internal reorientation of the cluster by means of a hop of the peripheral molecule from one site to another is more facile than translation of the entire water cluster across the surface. Of course, the energy difference between the two com- FIG. 3 (color online) . Dependence of the computed DFT reaction barriers for translation and water transfer of a water heptamer on Ag(111) on an applied electric field. The approximate conditions of the direct IET experiments displayed in Fig. 1 correspond to a þ1 to þ2 V=nm field. A positive field pushes electrons into the slab and thus corresponds to a negative tunneling bias voltage. Note that all points correspond to fully optimized reaction barriers at the value of the applied field shown. Initial, transition, and final state structures are also shown. puted barriers is not large and could easily be within the error bar associated with the density functional methodology employed. However, more interesting and likely to be more reliable than the result at zero field is the qualitative behavior observed as the electric field is applied. Specifically, we find that the barrier for the water transfer path increases linearly with applied positive field, whereas the barrier for the translation process decreases linearly. The two barriers cross at $ þ 0:5 V=nm, and, once a field of $ þ 1 to þ2 V=nm is reached, which corresponds to the regime in the direct IET experiments (Fig. 1) , there is a reasonably large preference (0.1-0.2 eV) for translation over reorientation. Thus, the DFT calculations are qualitatively consistent with the STM observations, indicating that, in the presence of a positive electric field, translation is favored over internal hydrogen bond rearrangement. Furthermore, examination of the optimized DFT structures along the reaction pathways allows the qualitative trends in the barrier heights with applied fields to be understood. The two diffusion paths considered (Fig. 3) involve transition states with qualitatively different atomic structures, which induce different responses to the external field; in particular, the hopping mechanism involves a transition state with a water molecule relatively high above the surface, whereas the diffusion mechanism does not.
Returning to the experimental results, we address one final interesting feature of the data displayed in Fig. 2 . Some, but not all, of the clusters near an excitation site rearrange. Furthermore, it is not even the closest clusters to the point of excitation that are altered. Similar behavior is displayed in Fig. 4 , where excitation induces a reorientation of the two clusters marked (1) and (2) but not others such as (3) and (4), which are closer to the point of excitation. To further understand and quantify this somewhat surprising observation, the indirect manipulation experiments were repeated many times with a range of tipcluster lateral distances. From these experiments, histograms of the excitation probabilities versus tip-cluster lateral distance were obtained, such as the one shown in Fig. 5 . At the electron energy shown (150 meV), the excitation probability exhibits a maximum close to zero due to direct excitation and then three distinct maxima at multiples of d ¼ 3:4 nm [22] . Excitation at other energies yields qualitatively similar behavior. The histogram in Fig. 5 is important because it shows that clusters can at this energy be manipulated at specific discrete distances of up to approximately 10 nm and altogether up to distances of 20 nm.
The oscillatory distance dependence in the indirect manipulation experiments suggests that the manipulation involves electrons which are injected into the surface state band of Ag(111), rather than a direct field effect or the excitation by hot ballistic electrons [10] . Electrons injected into the surface state enter a wave function which is associated with an oscillatory density distribution around the injection point that was previously shown to influence the diffusion behavior of adsorbed atoms [23, 24] . The de Broglie wavelength of electrons in the surface state band close to the Fermi energy E F can be calculated via ¼ h= ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 2m Ã ðE e À E SS p ), with h the Planck constant and E e the electron energy with respect to the Fermi level. For Ag(111), the surface state is well characterized with the surface state energy onset at E SS ¼ À65 meV and the dispersion for energies smaller than 2 eV in good agreement with a free electron with an effective mass of m Ã ¼ 0:4m e [25] . Thus into the surface. The oscillation found in the histogram of Fig. 5 corresponds to ¼ ð6:8 AE 0:3Þ nm, a value that lies within this wavelength range and corresponds to electrons with an energy of E e ¼ ð17 AE 7Þ meV. This energy is within the typical range for intermolecular vibrations of metal-supported ice structures [26] . We suggest, therefore, that excitation of intermolecular vibrational modes may initiate the rearrangement of the molecules within the clusters.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated how to selectively induce diffusion of D 2 O nanoclusters across the surface with direct IET manipulation and diffusion of molecules within them with indirect IET, indicating that the variation of the lateral distance of the tip to the manipulated cluster can be used to control the outcome of molecular-scale IET manipulation. With the help of DFT calculations, the difference between conventional IET and indirect IET is rationalized through a strong field-dependent sensitivity to the relative heights of the relevant reaction barriers. A strong distance-dependent sensitivity in the reaction probability for indirect IET manipulation leads to the suggestion that the excitation is mediated by electrons in the surface state band that are resonant with the excited vibration. It seems likely that the indirect IET approach for molecular manipulation at surfaces will not simply be restricted to the water-ice clusters examined here on Ag(111). Rather, this approach should be feasible whenever there is a surface state band or resonance at the energy that is related to vibrational modes that trigger surface reactions. Hence a multitude of follow-up experiments could be envisioned, e.g., selective switching of molecules at certain distances in molecular arrays even of several molecules at the same time. We further suggest that the manipulation of the surface state, e.g., via quantum corrals [1] or on irregular small terraces [27] , can be used to control the distance at which the molecules are manipulated.
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